Checkbox on ToDo list
Posted by araT - 2010/01/22 00:22
_____________________________________

Hi Rainy!
Thanks for a great product, I'm a long time fan
I'd like to see checkboxes in place of the bulletpoints on the todo list, so that it's easier to mark complete (currently you
have to open the task & select it's status from a dropdown menu, I find I use "not started" and "completed" the most, so I
would suggest the checkboxes default to those two).
Thanks
Tara
============================================================================

Re: Checkbox on ToDo list
Posted by Rainy - 2010/01/27 10:57
_____________________________________

You can actually just click the bullet to mark the task completed or change the status from the context menu. It would
also be possible to change the bullets to checkboxes but you would have to edit the skin. The calendar list uses
checkboxes so it can be used as example if you want to try.
============================================================================

Re:Checkbox on ToDo list AND the termin list
Posted by Psychonyze - 2010/02/09 17:57
_____________________________________

Hi there

I would love to see the Checkboxes in the ToDo List and the termin-list.
Just a or a nice Nike-like green tick/checkmark before or after the ToDo-List-Lines or both sides (to choose in Options).
And also on terminal should be a column to just check the job.

You should know it, it is just a good feeling to check your things that are done. It motivates you to get those unchecked
ready to action!
I think many people would also really love to see it on rainlendar.
Because Rainlendar is just one of the best tools, that I have on my pc and I think you and I want to have the best
possible solution. ;)

So please, you devs here. Add this function!

thanks so much for your great work yet!
have a nice day and greetz from Berlin.
============================================================================
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